Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to prove two statements which are key in the construction of mnotivic fibrant replacement for suspension spectrum conserned with motivic spece X X − Z , where X is smooth variety and Z is its smooth subvariety. In fact this generalize the main result of the paper [5] .The main results a formulated in theorems 5.2 and 6.2. 2) F m (U, Y /(Y − S)) is is the set of framed correspondencefrom U to Y /(Y − S) up to equivalence with connected support Z.
Basic notions
3) F r * (U, Y /(Y − S)) = m≥0 F r m (U, Y /(Y − S)).
4) F r(U, Y /(Y − S)) is the set stabilized up to the map Σ : Φ → Φ ⊠ σ, where σ = ({0}, A 1 , id : A 1 → A 1 , const : A 1 → pt) ∈ F r 1 (pt, pt).
5)
ZF r m (U, Y /(Y − S)) is the free abelian group generated by F r m .
The category of Nisnevich shaeves with ZF * -transfers wil be denoted as NSZF * .
Some statements on cohomologies of sheaves
with ZF * -transfers
The statements of this section are modifications of similar theorems of [1] . Lemma 3.1. Let f : Y → X be a Nisnevich covering of variety X. Then the sequence of the sheaves
Proof. Let U be a local Henselian ring. We need to prove the exactness of the complex
In particular, the support of all elements of A α * (U) is Z. It is enough to prove that the complex A α * (U) is contractible. As Z is connected and finite over local Henselian ring U, it is local and Henselian. Consider two Cartesian squares
As W is Henselian too, we will suppose thar there exist some underline diagramm
Corollary 3.1. Let I be an injective Nisnevich sheaf with ZF * -transfers. Then for any X ∈ Sm/k H i N is (X, I) = 0. Corollary 3.2. For any Nisnevich sheaf F with ZF * -transfers
Suppose that F is strongly homotopy invariant and G has a finite resolution
where G i is contractible and quazistable Nisnevich sheaf with ZF * -transfers for all i. Then Ext i N SZF * (G, F ) = 0. Corollary 3.4. Let A * be a bounded complex of quazistable Nisnevich sheaves with ZF * -transfers, A i is contractible for all i, cohomology preasheaves H i = H i (A * ) are homotopy invariatn and quasistable. Then the complex A * is acyclic.
Corollary 3.5. Let A * ba a complex of Nisnevich sheaves with ZF * -transfers which satisfies the following conditions:
Then C * (A * ) is locally acyclic.
Mayer-Vietoris sequence and etale excision
for framed motives
be an exact sequence of Nisnevich sheaves with ZF * -tranfers and cohomology preasheaves H i (C * (F r )) are quasistable for all i, r. Then
and the sequense of abelian groups
Then 1) the sequence is the complex if and only if the diagram comutes;
2) the sequence is exact on the left if and only if the diagram is Cartesian square;
3) the sequence is exact on the right if and only if the diagram is pushout square. 
Then the sequence of Nisnevich sheaves
Definition 4.1. Let X be a smooth variety and Z ⊂ X is its clozed subset.
Let us denote
Note that there exist the natural map
Let the variety X = X 1 ∪X 2 be an union of its open subsets, Z ⊂ X be its clozed subvariety. Denote
Then the triangles
are distinguished in D − (NSZF * ). is the local isomorphism.
Proof. We'll use the induction on the number of open sets covering X on which L is trivial. If L is trivial on X, the statement of the theorem is the main result of [5] . Let X 1 , X 2 ⊂ X be open subsets and X 1 ∪ X 2 = X. If L 1 = L| X 1 and L 2 = L| X 2 are trivial, then L 12 = L| X 12 is trivial too. Consider the diagramm
String are distinguished triangles and two vertical maps are isomorphisms in D − (NSZF * ). :
Deformation to normal bundle
Statement 5.1. Let X be a smooth variey, Z is its closed subset. Denote with p : X × A 1 → X projection.Then the map
is isomorphism in D − (NSZF * ).
Corollary 5.1. Let p : E → X be a vector bundle over X, Z ⊂ X, S = p −1 (Z). Then the map
Proof. This follows from the previous statement by applying 4.3.
Statement 5.2. Let X be a smooth variety and Z is its closed subset. Denote with p : X × A 1 → X the projection. Then the map
Proof. This follows from the homotopical invariance of C * ZF (X).
Corollary 5.2. Let p : E → X be a vector bundle over X, Z ⊂ X, S = p −1 (Z). Then the map
is an isomorphism in D − (NSZF * ).
Statement 5.3. Let X be a smooth variety, Z ⊂ X be its closed subset and N = N X/Z be the normal bundle. Denote with X t deformation to normal bundle. Let U and V be open subsets ofX. Then
be an elemental Nisnevich square. Then
Proof. This follows from construction of X t described in [6] .
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a smooth variety, Z ⊂ X be its smooth subvarietyand N = N X/Z be the normal bundle. Denote with X t deformation to normal bundle. The maps of pairs
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.2 from [6] .
Lemma 5.1. Let p : E → Z be a vector bundle over smooth Z, i : Z ֒→ E be a zoro section. Then the maps of pairs
where the normal bundle N also coinsides with E, induce the isomorphisms
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of lemma 2.5 in [6] .
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a smooth variety and Z ⊂ X be its smooth subvariety. Then the map
is the isomorphism in D − (NSZF * ). Lemma 6.2. Let X be a smooth affine variety over field k, Z ⊂ Y ⊂ X be closed subsets, g : X h Z → X be a henselization of X in Z. Suppose that there exist the inclusion j : Y ֒→ X h Z such that the diagram
Theorem 6.1. Let U be a Henselian scheme, X be a smooth variety, S ⊂ X be a closed subset. Then the next square is cocartesian
Corollary 6.1. Let X be a smooth variety over field k, S ⊂ X be closed subset. Then there exist the following exact sequence
Corollary 6.2. Let X be a smooth variety over field k, S ⊂ X be closed subset. Then the following triangle
is distinguished in D − (NSZF * ). Lemma 6.3. Let F be a homotopy invariat quasistable presheave with ZF *transfers, X be a local Henzelian scheme over field k. Then 
Proof. Consider two distinguished triangles in D − (NSZF * ):
From 1) we get the following exact sequence for scheme X
We'll calculate the hypercohomologies in this sequence. We restrict ourselves to calculating cohomology
. The remaining cohomologies can be calculated in the same way.
Consider the spectral sequence
). On the left there are the usual cohomology of sheves, on the right there are the hypercohomology of the sheaves complex.
Note that it is quasistable and is a sheaf with ZF * -transfers. Then by the theorem from [4] preasheves h q (F (∆ • × −)) are homotopy invariant, quasistable and has ZF *transfers. Then by the theorem from [4] sheaves h q (F (∆ • × −)) are also homotopy invariant , quasistable and has ZF * -transfers. Then by lemma 6.3 we get
That is, the spectral sequence degenerates at the first step, and exactly one nonzero group falls into the corresponding dimension of the limit. Then
Considering the direct summands on the left and on the right we get
Similar calculation is true for sheaves
, so threre is a long exact sequence
We'll show tat the map −⊠(id Gm −e 1 ) :
